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Discoveries Newsletter - January 2021
Firstly - Happy New Year! Welcome to 2021!
Sadly, all our shops remain closed at this time due to Tier 4 Covid-19
restrictions, but we are continuing to operate our online shop as
normal - with free delivery on orders over £20!
We received great feedback about some of our project kits and how
much they helped 'fill the gaps' created when schools closed last year.
So, here are some of our favourite 'make and do' activities that we
think will help out in January...

Build A Siege Tower
Discover ancient techniques and
tools that make a real impact.
This excellent kit has moving parts
that will fire projectiles and show
just how ancient castles were
taken. Great for an investigation of
history or a way to use up the
Brussels Sprouts! £19.99
Find out more

Design With Paper
If you love colour, shapes and
design, this is an amazing set to
explore.
Start with stencils and clever
paper cutters to make shapes
and then build your collage.
Stunning papers are included and
you can collect others to extend
the project once you have
mastered the techniques. £24.99
Find out more

Look to the stars...
With long winter evenings, and
hopefully clear skies, it is a great
time to explore the universe.
Kick start their interest by building
a moving mobile featuring all the
planets. Simple to assemble and
with a solar powered action, paint
your own version from your
research.
£17.99
Find out more

Start to investigate and

build...
Amazing constructions with
things from around the house.
This fascinating book is full of 35
different projects, each clearly
explained and paced so that you
can try it out and see what
happens.
Perfect for someone who is
itching to see how everything
works. £11.99
Find out more

Sit back and relax with lovely art projects? Here are some
ideas...

Superstars
Origami
Create stunning
geometric shapes
and scale them up to
become huge
models.
£14.99

World Costumes
Discover amazing
colours and designs
and dress up the
dolls in their
traditional dress.
£9.99

Explore The
Ocean
Build 5 different
creatures, each with
moving parts with
this beautiful paper
set.
£12.99

Or take some time to learn a new game...

Walk The Dog

Explore Locks

Travel The World

80 logic and thinking
puzzles which get
progressively more
difficult - all to keep
your dog happy!
£19.99

Get little fingers
working with three
different locks to
master. Just
remember to move
the diamonds!
£16.99

Fly around the world
virtually and follow
the famous explorers
as you plot the route
and build the
compass.
£9.99

January Sale!
We have gone traditional - our
January Sale starts in January!
We hope you can find some great
ideas for gifts here and stock up

for all those parties that will
happen - eventually!
Our latest competition winners...

I Made This...
This month's winner shows a
marvelous music machine
capable of playing anything you
can programme. Well done.

And we had to show you this
fantastic marble machine made
and painted by one of our more
mature makers - stunning.
To win next month, send you
photos to
imadethis@whirligigtoys.co.uk

Thanks for reading. We hope to see you soon and that in the
meantime we can help with our ever-changing online shop.
Thanks for your support
The Whirligig Toys Team
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